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IT'S BEEN four years since
the last British Grand Prix but
it feels more like 40. Four
long, cruel, cold years since
we lined the valley at Foxhill
in Y2K, plastered in mud,
soaked to the skin, cheering
Dobby to victory. If we'd
known of the GP drought to
come we'd have cheered
even harder ...

But the drought is over
and we're back on the world
championship calendar - now

r

it's up to us to show the rest
of the MX world what they've
been missing out on.

The brief for this welcome
piece was under no
circumstances write one of
those air-kissing, luvvie,
thank you bits of blurb but
there are people we - and by
'we' I mean British MX fans -
owe a huge debt of gratitude.

Ever since the ill-fated
2000 grand prix was
cancelled after just the 125cc

J

championship races, our
hopes of seeing another
British round of the world MX
championship have been
raised - and then dashed -
too many times. But until now
we've not had an organising
team passionate enough and
armed with the right tools to
turn the dream into reality.

I'm not going to mention
any names - you know who
you are - but I will say a
sincere, heartfelt thanks to

everyone connected with
getting the '04 British GP off
the ground on behalf of MX
fans across the UK.

I don't need to explain to
those fans how much we
want this GP or how much it
means to us. But if you're a
visitor from abroad or an Isle
of Wight resident curious
enough to call in at Gore
Basin this weekend then take
it from me - we want this GP,
it means the world to us. I

Julie Coyne
Secretary
RTI Racing
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Britis XOP
MAY 29/302004 GORE BASIN, ARRETON

ISLE OF WIGHT
An international competition held under the National Sporting Code of the Auto Cycle Union, the standing regulations for motocross,

together with any supplementary regulations and any final instructions issued by the promoting club
Permit Number ACU 11346 IMN Number 202/07

OFFICIALS OFFICIALS
Jury President Tony Skillington

CMS Jury Member Andre Vantomme lie: 7246

FMNR Jury Member Frank Dixon lic: 8689

Race Director Dave Nicoll

Clerk of the Course Dave Williams lic: 8682

Assistant Clerk of the Course Chris Warren

Chief Technical Steward Eddie Jones

Chief TimekeeperTBA

Chief Medical Officer Dr.Lyn Jarrett lic: 8541

Environmental Officer Colin Armes lic: 7325

Secretary of the Meeting/Jury Sonia Goggin

Under no circumstances should you cross the course
while racing is in progress.

At such points where it is permissible to cross a marshal
will indicate when it is safe to do so.

Despite the organisers taking all reasonable
precautions, unavoidable accidents can happen. Please

comply with the instructions of the marshals and notices
and remain in permitted areas only.

THEY ARE CONCERNED WITH YOUR SAFETY

Owing to the increased number of thefts of and from
motor vehicles at meetings, the police strongly

recommend that you lock your car and immobilise your
motorcycle. The organisers advise that any such

occurrence is at your own risk.

Anyone caught riding pitbikes or minibikes in the campsite
will have them confiscated until the end of the weekend.

In the event of an accident liability could rest with the owner
of the machine being used, the rider or - in the case of a

minor - his parent or guardian.
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Round 1
Zolder, Belgium
March 21
THE GP season started early
this year as the warm-up

races took their toll among
the star men in MX1. Joel
Smets didn't even get to the
first mota of the year at
Mantova in Italy before ....l..
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wrecking knee ligaments and
had to sit out a month of
preparation, only returning to
the track one week before
the opening GP at Zolder
in Belgium.

And on the day Smets
returned to action, Stefan
Everts didn't race after
bruising ribs in a crash
during morning practice. All
week the seven-time
champion was unsure if he
could start but he did - unlike
Gordon Crockard.

Britain's MX1 title hope
had also wrecked a knee
when his foot came off the
rests at the muddy British
championship opener. He too
practised at Zolder but had to
withdraw before racing as the

official programme

remnants of a torn cartilage
kept jamming the joint. And
when surgeons opened up
the knee on the Monday
morning, the Ulsterman was
booked in for an immediate
reconstruction op.

Everyone else raced
but both Smets and
Everts crashed twice -
although Stefan,
despite banging a
thumb, recovered to
fifth both times and
only just missed
the podium.

So it was the young
Belgians who took control in
the sand. KTM's Steve Ramon
burst out of the pack for an
emphatic first moto victory
after Suzuki's Kevin Strijbos

Both
Smets and Everts

crashed twice at the series
opener at lolder - although

Stefan, despite banging a thumb,
recovered to fifth both times

and only just missed
the podium

Briti~XGP

had led early on but Cedric
Melotte was the strongest in
race two to clinch the overall.
The man who'd ended Everts'
record 16 GP win-streak was
his new team-mate at

Rinaldi Yamaha!
Ex-champ Mickael

Pichon - who'd been
off a bike for five
months after starting
the vogue for knee
injuries last summer-

and Tiscali team-mate
Brian Jorgensen both

also led before crashing.
And the Frenchman was
cannoned off his bike by a
flying Marko Kovalainen at
the start of race two as a
dozen riders got taken out.

Also grounded were Paul

Cooper, top Brit in the opener
in sixth, fellow top-tenner
Tanel Leok and Yoshi Atsuta.
But Josh Coppins narrowly
escaped the carnage, led for
15 minutes and was attacking
again when the cheque red
flag came out having received
the +2 board a lap late.

Still, the Kiwi was back on
the podium while James
Noble was best native Brit
in ninth.

Round 2
Bellpuig, Spain
March 28
HEAVY GOING had been
expected in Belgium in March
but it was pretty late in the
day at Bellpuig one week later
before there were any ~

Rlge17



The story continues here: www.ktm.co.uk

»
But this isn't about cows. It's about horsepower. With the purchase of a new KTM SX*, we'll trade in your own
crosser (whether it's a KTM or not) at sensational terms. Anybody who wants to be out in front simply needs
competitive material. 'Ready to Race' from you official KTM UK dealer.

'Special Trade In offers available 10 relail purchasers of a 2004 model KTM 200, 250, 450 Of

525SX machines from an authorised KTMdealer between 71h May 2004 and 30th June 2004.

KTM OFFICIAL SX DEALER LIST
BEDFDRDSHIRE·Leighton Buzzard Ron Humphreys Motorcycles 01525 384829 CORNWALL·Saltash JDRacing 01752 848888 CUMBRIA. KendalTriple 0 Motosport 01539732666
DERBYSHIRE• Derby Moto-Brox 01332365913 DEVON• Exmouth Albion Motorcycles 01395 272491 ESSEX• Halstead Jim Aim Motorcycles 01787 460671 GREATERLONDON
• London Bracken 0207 2321814 HAMPSHIRE• Gosport Trevor Pope Motorcycles 02392 521111 HEREFORDSHIRE.Ledbury Dual Sport 01531 632745 LANCASHIRE• Rochdale
Robinsons of Rochdale 01706716666 ·LEICESTERSHIRE. Sileby Redline Motorcycles 01509 816177 STAFFORDSHIRE.Norton Canes Edmondson Racing 01543 450150 SURREY
• Surbiton Motorite Comp Shop 0208 3974876 SUSSEX-WEST.Burgess Hill Sussex Sportmotorcycles 01444 871553 TYNE& WEAR• Newcastle UponTyneBikesport 0191 2328970
YORKSHIRE-NORTH• Ripon Eurotek 01765 608209 YORKSHIRE-SOUTH.Doncaster Cusworth Bikes 01302 813140 YORKSHIRE-WEST. Keighley Colin Appleyard 01535 606311
CHANNELISLANDS· GuernseyMac's Motorcycles 01481 239611 ISLEOFMAN• Douglas Road & Track 01624 623725 NORTHERNIRELAND. Lisburn Norman Watt Motorcycles 02892
638766 SCOTLAND• Aberdeen Dennis Irvine Superbikes 01224590077. Perth Drysdale Motorcycles 01738 451050 WALES. Pontypridd Wayne Mounter Motorcycles 01443
400960 • RhayaderETJames & Sons 01597 810396



signs of sunny Spain.
At least it had stopped

raining before racing began
but the first race was a
survival test. Pichon failed the
exam by planting his Honda
in the rut from hell while
Strijbos led by 17 seconds at
one stage but saw his advan-
tage slashed within two laps
when Everts decided it was
time he took over. Smets and
Melotte got lapped, Coppins
hung in behind Everts until
the final stages and came
home second, Leok - on the
only competitive two-stroke
in the class - was again top
10 and Noble just beat Mark
Hucklebridge for best Brit.

Coppins again starred in
race two, dropping in behind
Everts until past half-distance
as they stalked leader
Jorgensen. But when Everts
decided to go it was a
one-man show again - the
Kiwi simply unable to follow
him through on a slot-car
track as the sun finally dried
every1hing else.

Still, Josh's strategy was
working - he was losing the
battles but was only four
down on Everts in the war as
the champion took over the
points leader's red plate
for Portugal.

Pichon was again
unhappy - his startgate not
having dropped cleanly - and
best Brit, apart from Coppins,
was Coops in 11th.

Round 3
Agueda, Portugal
April 4
ANOTHER WEEK of rain
fortunately subsided just
before the weekend for the
final leg of the Iberian tour
and the superb Agueda track
- built entirely from imported
orange dirt - saw a classic
duel for the win between
Everts and Pichon.

The Belgian won the
opener after the Frenchman
had less joy in traffic but the

Left

roles were reversed in race
two and Pichon eventually
scored a runaway win. The
whoop of joy as he clinched
the overall was audible 100
yards away - well it was his
first GP win for 11 months!

Consistency had given
Kenneth Gundersen a podium
in Spain and the Norwegian
was third man over the line in
race one with KTM team-mate
Ramon getting the better of
Melotte and Strijbos. Paul
Cooper and Chris Burnham
were the cats among the

pigeons as they tore through
the remaining factory runners
on their privateer machines.

Left with nowhere to go
as the lines converged at turn
three, Coppins had crashed -
Ramon then rode over his
body and Smets over his bike
and it was the latter which
caused the most pain as the
damage saw the Kiwi run out
of fuel on the penultimate lap
after scorching back from last
into the top 10.

He made amends with
third in race two but the

with nowhere to go as
the lines converged at

Agueda's third turn, Coppins
crashed - Ramon rode over his

damage was
done and
the CAS
teamster
was down
to fourth on
points.
Team-mate
Atsuta finally found
form to come home
seventh - a great result for
the Japanese star - but
Burnham and Cooper crashed
together with Coops being
taken to hospital with his
shoulder shattered. ~

body and Smets over his bike,
damaging the CASHonda's

fuel tank

Britis XGP Pdge19



1be Choice of Champions

2-STROKE POWERFLOW KITS

~
4-STROKE ATV POWERFLOW KITS
WITH BACKFIRE FILTERS

To locate a dealer contact: Apico Int., Unit 2 Bridgewater Close,
Network 65 Business Park, Burnley, Lancs. BB11 5TE

Tel: 0870 7779201 Fax: 0870 7779202 Email: sales@apico.co.uk

www.twinair.com



Round 4
Valkenswaard, Holland
April 25
IT WAS three weeks to the
next race at Valkenswaard in
Holland and Yamaha appeared
to have made best use of
the break.

Everts and Melotte went
2-1, 1-2 to take the top two
places overall and move clear
in the standings - even the
team's newcomer was 21
points clear of third-ranked
Ramon by the end of the day
with team leader Everts still
26 ahead.

The big surprise was the
third place of Smets. The
35-year-old had struggled as
much as he had all year on
the Saturday but a supreme
physical effort on race day
saw him put his injuries out
of his mind as he closed to
within two feet of beating
Melotte in race two.

A fall cost Pichon any
chance of better than fourth
in race one but he simply
could not match the pace of
the Belgians in race two and
the day definitely belonged to
the land of Stella - a clean

• I

sweep of the podium, six of
the first seven in race one
and six of the first nine in
race two.

The additional interlopers
in race two were Gundersen -
turning the tables on Ramon
- and Coppins who had again
suffered a torrid first moto,
needing treatment to a finger
after trapping it between
clutch lever and bars as he
crashed for the third time
within four laps.

The 27-year-old held on to
the front four for half the
second moto and maintained
his brave fifth to the flag but
that first moto DNF had cost
him dear and Josh was down
to sixth in the standings.

Burnham had a scintillat-
ing opener for ninth and third
best non-Belgian but got no
further than the first turn in
race two, ending up in the
ditch after Garcia Vico and
two locals fell in his path.

Atsuta and Leok enjoyed
two titanic duels just outside
the top 10, the Japanese
being rewarded with ninth
overall at the track where he
had broken his leg on his

... after six rounds

1 Stefan Everts (Yamaha) 268, 2 Cedric Melolle (Yamaha) 230,
3 Steve Ramon (KTM) 184, 4 Mickael Pichon (Honda) 183, 5 Josh
Coppins (Honda) 177, 6 Joel Smets (Suzuki) 154, 7 Kevin Strijbos
(Suzuki) 150, 8 Ken Gundersen (KTM) 133, 9 Tanel Leak (Suzuki)
121, 10 Javier Garcia Vico (Honda) 111, 11 Brian Jorgensen (Honda)
110, 12 Ken de Dijcker (Honda) 95, 13 Yoshi Atsuta (Honda) 81,
14 Lauris Freibergs (Honda) 75, 15 Danny Theybers (Yamaha) 74,
16 Chris Burnham (KTM) 73 19 James Noble (Honda) 56...
21 Paul Cooper (Honda) 42 23 Mark Hucklebridge (KTM) 25

European GP debut two
years earlier.

Jorgensen - not yet
recovered from a forearm op
after Portugal - and Noble,
who had damaged knee
muscles during the week,
were non-starters and Stuart
Flockhart joined the GP trail
but was unable to join Mark
Hucklebridge in the points.

Round 5
Teutschenthal, Germany
May 2
BOTH YAMAHAS landed on
the podium again in Germany
but, as in Portugal, neither
man won and they flanked a
Martin Honda rider. But it was
not Pichon.

The Frenchman was
outstanding all day Saturday
and took his fourth pole in
five GPs by nearly a second-
and-a-half. But a horrendous
crash towards the end of
quali saw him stretchered off
with a dislocated shoulder
and heavy bruising all over
his body. Incredibly, he
returned next day to twice
finish top 10 but the man of
the moment was Jorgensen.

Without a race for a
month, the Great Dane simply
pulverised the opposition
twice around Teutschenthal to
record his country's first-ever
win in 53 years of GP racing.

Coppins kept plugging
away and was twice top six
from poor starts while Leok
broke back into the top 10
as the only two-stroke
challenger.

XGP

Round 6
Lichtenvoorde, Holland
May 16
After visiting the hard pack
hills of Germany the series
returned to the relentlessly
deep sands of Lichtenvoorde
which really played into the
hands of the Belgian
sand-scratchers.

It was Everts who took a
commanding double race win
in his effortless-looking
feet-on-the-pegs style to
extend his lead in the
championship standings.

Behind the MX1 champ in
race one was the reigning
MX2 champ Ramon. But in
moto two it all went wrong
for the KTM factory rider - a
blown motor saw Steve storm

back to the pits in one hell
of a huff.

It was Melotte who
finished runner-up to his
team-leader second time out
and his first race third gave
Cedric second overall. Third
was lightning-fast starter
Strijbos who placed the
four-stroke Suzuki on the
podium with 4-3 results.

But what of the Brit-pack?
Burnham managed a solid
pair of ninths while his
team-mate Huck hit trouble.
The Wiltshireman looked like
he was on his way to a top-10
position in moto one before
he slipped off and managed
to kick his fuel-cap into the
sand in the process.

StuFlock battled to 18th
but Noble got no further than
turn two in the opener before
he went down in a pile with
Marnicq Bervoets and
mangled his grip. But the
Whitby warrior is made of
strong stuff and he rewarded
his RWJ Honda team boss
Colin Reed's faith in him by
coming back in the second
race with a fine 12th.

Words and photos by Alex Hodgkinson
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ichtenvoorde
1I0ws Ben

Townley to pull a
ead on Stephen
word - but the
attling Brit
in't about to,

Round 1
Zolder, Belgium
March 21
STEPHEN SWORD had been
left virtually alone to hold the

fort for Britain in the 125s
during 2003 but with the
influx of four-strokes in '04
from every big manufacturer
as the class was ~
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renamed MX2, the demand
for experienced riders also
expanded and the UK was
once again a major player.

Title holder Steve Ramon
and last summer's main man
Stefan Everts were no longer
in the frame but four
ex-champs - Mickael
Maschio, Chicco Chiodi,
Andrea Bartolini and Britain's
very own James Dobb - were
lined up, along with yet more
class newcomers/returnees in
Andrew McFarlane, Claudio
Federici, Patrick Caps, Carl
Nunn and Jussi Vehvilainen.

The latter wrote himself
out before the opening GP
with renewed back problems
and by the end of the day at
the opening GP in Zolder, the
rest of the experienced
challengers were looking old.
Only the Australian McFarlane
on Steve Dixon's Yamaha got
near the frame as youth
took command.

While KTM's customers
were still riding the only
remaining two-strokes in the
race, factory duo Marc De
Reuver and Ben Townley were
devastating the Japanese-
mounted opposition with the
development SX250F from
the Austrian factory.

Several seconds a lap
faster than everyone else
throughout training and the
quali heats, it was no surprise
when they devastated the rest
in race one. Although it never
came to a direct
confrontation as the
21-year-old Dutchman was
out of sight before his Kiwi
team-mate got through the
pack to second.

And they hardly saw each
other in race two either -
19-year-old Townley won by a
minute as De Reuver got
dragged down by a tumbling
Pascal Leuret halfway round
the opening lap and, after a
later fall, could manage no
better than fourth. But that
was still good enough for the

podium - and the dynamic
duo were joined by Swordy.

The British champ had
come through a nervous
Saturday as final qualifier
from the LCa after a crash in
his heat but his GP debut
as a factory Kawasaki
rider was superb.

For four years
Swordy had been so
close so often to that
elusive first podium
and - with a calculated
ride to fifth behind
McFarlane and Dobb in
race one and a storming
charge from 20th to second
in race two - the barrier was
finally broken.

Dobb took a rock in the
eye in race two and the rest

Zolder
saw Maschio as

of the Brits were all packed
into the lower half of the
points scorers. But they were
better off than the old guard!
Maschio was crash-happy as
ever in sand, Caps knocked

himself out during warm-
up and neither of the

Italian ex-champs even
qualified after arriving
with hand injuries.

crash-happy as ever in

sand, Caps knocked himself out
during warm-up and neither of the

Italian ex-champs qualified
after arriving with hand

injuries

Round 2
Bellpuig, Spain

March 28
ON TO Bellpuig in Spain

for round two and MX2 had
the worst of the race day
weather in their opener.

Most competitors crashed
or stopped at some time -
the exception being Townley

Briti~XGP

who ripped past the
holeshotting Kawasakis at
turn two and rode with the
class and confidence of
Everts to trounce the
opposition and win by a
minute, even lapping Dobb in
eighth. Rattray, who'd
suffered from crashes and
brake problems at the
opening GP, brought the
two-stroke home second.

Sword prevented a KTM
hat-trick with a superb
recovery after overshooting a
turn on lap three and needing
iron will and commitment to
leg and muscle his way out of
the same bottomless rut
which would later claim
Pichon in MX1.

Race two was a ~





different story as the interval
sun had dried out the racing
line but 18-year-old Sicilian
Antonio Cairoli holeshot for
the third time in four motos
and fought a titanic duel with
Maschio until he tired.

Townley had already been
off twice but De Reuver was
on a mission and quite
literally pushed the
Frenchman out of the way to
lead just after half-distance
while his team-mate tried to
make headway up the
leaderboard. Then suddenly
both KTMs were out on the
same lap. Townley had been
stuck in first gear for a couple
of laps before the bike expired
and within seconds De
Reuver ground to a halt with
broken gearbox cogs
smashing the casings.

Maschio took the moto
but lost a lap after crashing in
race one which meant South
African Rattray took the
overall from Australian
McFarlane and Scot Sword.
Even without Kiwi Townley,
the Empire had struck back!

And, even more
sensational for Sword, his
second consecutive podium
had earned him the
leaders' red plate!

Round 3
Agueda, Portugal
April 4
SWORDY WORE his red plate
with pride one week later. He
couldn't quite resist the
KTMs, now with stronger
gearbox internals, in race one

but another cracking start in
moto two saw him muscle
five Italians to one side
through the opening turns -
and even Townley couldn't
catch him!

The Kiwi tried all he
knew but the Scot was his
master and BT was man
enough to admit it. "I
always knew Stephen
was the main threat,"
said Ben. "He has always
been consistent but now he
is fast too!"

The overall still went to
Townley but Sword's maiden
GP moto win, even though he
had to give up the red plate

on the tie-break to his rival,
had filled him with
confidence. "I enjoyed that
and I want more. I want
overall wins too now and let
that serve notice to everyone

that I am now a genuine
challenger for the
title itself!"

McFarlane continued
though he had to give up the his consistency with a

leader's plate on the tie-break fourth in race one, even
though he was starting to

to his rival, had filled him get frustrated at lacking the

with confidence pace to challenge for a win.
After a shaky start to the

campaign Nunn was settling
down and particularly the
second of his brace of

The
overall at Agueda went

to Townley but Sword's

maiden GP moto win, even

Britis XGP

sevenths was a humdinger as
he chased rivals down from
mid-pack. Dobb, after
colliding with all and sundry
in race one, also displayed
something approaching '01
title-winning form to surge
from nowhere to fifth. But
even he couldn't catch young
Cairoli while Billy MacKenzie
also made top 10 in race one
after finally turning on his UK
form abroad.

Round 4
Valkenswaard, Holland
April 25
THE BRITS could not expect
to live with the sand experts
in the fourth round at
Valkenswaard but Sword,
McFarlane and Nunn each
only just missed the podium
after wonderful rides.

MacKenzie broke top 10
and both Tom Church and
Wayne Smith scored again to
confirm that they are also
firmly established in the world
top 20. Only Dobb had a
below-par day, crashing in
both motos.

Up front Townley
shrugged off a tendon injury
in his ankle to win both races
and Rattray was twice second
but De Reuver's chances of
completing a Champ
clean-sweep were finished by
first a broken engine and, in
race two, a broken shift lever
which left him stuck in fifth
gear. Young Cairoli again
impressed, hanging on for a
career first podium in
race one. ~



Glen Hel,!n
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MOTOCROSS TRAINING ACADEMY

8 Day Glen Helen M ide Trip
Final Round of the AMA National MX Series. 10 Sept. - 17 Sept.

• 4 Days Riding (Glen Helen, Penis, etc.]
• Round trip ticket London to L.A. Accom-

modation, Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner.
• Bike Rental.
• All access MX Ticket, transportation to

events. Fuel, practice fees, track support
• Visits to Troy Lee Designs, Pro Circuit,

Chaparral Motorsports

Upcoming Holiday Events
Rob Herring, Tom Fish, Chad Yammton,
Charlie Rice, Luke Heaver and Stefan Elvin

• U.S. Open Las Vegas, Oct

• White Bros Vet Nats, Nov

• California SX Ride Trips '05

• Anaheim SX1,2 and 3

• SanDiego SX



Round 5
Teulschenlhal, Germany
May 2
SWORDY HAD already
managed most of his
pre-season goals in the first
four GPs but it was at
Teutschenthal in Germany
that he practised for this
weekend by standing on the
top rung of the GP podium
for the first time in his career.

Townley was dominant in
race one but the Kiwi
bounced down the track in
race two and the sight of this
was the signal for Swordy to
move up yet another gear.
Switching lines, Britain's best
hauled in team-mate Maschio

1 Ben Townley (KTM) 244, 2 Stephen Sword (Kawasaki) 228,
3 Tyla Rattray 196, 4 Andrew McFarlane 179, 5 Antonio Cairoli
(Yamaha) 154, 6 Mickael Maschio (Kawasaki) 124, 7 Marc De
Reuver (KTM) 121, 8 Jamie Dobb (Honda) 120, 9 Carl Nunn (Honda)
113, 10 Aigar Leak (KTM) 111, 11 Alessio Chiodi (Yamaha) 100,
12 Claudio Federici (Yamaha) 79, 13 Jonathon Barragan (KTM) 78,
14 Patrick Caps (Yamaha) 76, 15 David Philippaerts (KTM) 74...
25 Billy MacKenzie (Yamaha) 33, 26 Tom Church (Kawasaki) 31 ...
37 Wayne Smith (KTM) 4

and swept past to clinch mota
and overall victory. It was
only after the race that
Stephen realised he had also

retaken the points lead!
Dobb was consistent for

sixth overall but Nunn's run of
successes was interrupted
when his bike stopped in race
one and MacKenzie left the
track in an ambulance with a
dislocated shoulder.

Round 6
lichlenvoorde, Holland
May 16
Townley bounced back with a
double race win in HOlland,
while Swordy struggled all
weekend with the after-effects
of the dreaded flu!

Ben got a flyer in the first
mota and straight away he

Britis XGP

pulled out a lead on the pack
but the fastest man in the
mota was the defender of the
two-stroke faith - Rattray.

Tyla was on a mission and
he battled through the traffic
to come within two seconds
of BT at the flag. Third was
Cairoli who rode the sand
unbelievably well for
a Sicilian.

Swordy finished fifth -
behind Caps - while fellow
Brits Dobb and Nunn rounded
out the top-ten with TC 16th.

Mota two saw the
fast-staring Cairoli just edge
out Townley in turn one as he
took his seventh holes hot of
the year and the pair traded
places for the remainder of
the lap before BT took
control. Rattray made it
through to second again on
his screaming two-smoker
but Cairoli really mades the
South African teenager work
hard for it.

Caps took his second
fourth of the day ahead of
Chiodi and Swordy. Sword
had started poorly and faced
stiff opposition in getting
through the pack. Nunn
scored another 10th with
Dabber being the final scoring
Brit in 18th.

"I'm happy with my score
today," reckoned Swordy.
"I haven't been able to
practice for a fortnight and it's
all hard tracks from now on -
I plan to take this battle down
to the final round!" I

Words and photos by Atex Hodgkinson



uper-smooth Scotsman Stuart Flockhart gets up to race
takes us tor a flying lap of the Gore Basin trac/i

ONE OF the things that
separate GP heroes from us
mere motocross mortals -
on top of talent, skill,
dedication, experience and
ironman levels of endurance
etc etc - is line selection.

So to give you a rough idea

of how a top rider goes about
tackling the tough, technical
circuit here at Arreton we're
going to let Meredith/flockhart-
mx.com rider Stuart Flockhart
give you a rider's eye view of
the course aboard his CRF450.
Over to you Stu... ~

BritiiSEi XGP
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SFB Racing now have a comprehensive range of

Precision Machined Stainless Flywheel Weights.

The addition of a Flywheel weight, on your late

model bike, gives extra tractability and smooths

the power from the engine, making you quicker

off the start and out of corners whilst reducing

the chances of stalling, and for Enduro riders,

smoothing the power through those difficult

sections! From only £79.95 - £89.95.
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"THEY'VE MOVED the start
this year so we're gating from
the bottom of the hill. I'll be
starting in second gear and by
the time we get to turn one -
a sweeping right hander - I'm
sure I'll be in fourth.

"From there it's up a fast
hill towards a step-up. It's got
a two-stage landing and you
can either triple the whole lot
which is about 100 foot and
go wide in the corner or you

can jump to the second stage
and then roll the third part of
the landing and turn to make
the inside of the corner.

"But this year with the new
step-down after the corner it's
going to be difficult to step it
down from the inside. So
personally I think I'm going to
jump the step-up big and go
wide so I can clear the jump
down the hill. Going up the
hill I'll be in fourth, changing
down to second in the corner
then I'll move up to third
before the take-off of the
step-down. In the air I'll have

halfway down the hill which is
fast and then it's on to my
favourite jump on the track -
the big step-up. I'll still be in
fourth as I hit it and as the
jump turns to the right I'm
sure you'll see plenty of riders
whipping it flat - I know I will.

"As soon as you land
there's a tight right-hander so
I'll be down shifting in the air
to maybe third gear or second
- it depends how the track
roughs up on race day.
Coming out of the right-hand
corner there's going to be two
small kicker steps before

my foot under the shifter so I
can change into fourth before
I land because it's a downhill
landing and if I land in third it
will just rev out straight away.

"There's a new double

heading into the next tight
second gear left-hander that's
on a banking so you can drift
it round a little bit.

"Out of the left-hander the
course sweeps around to the

right. There's a small hump on
the inside and you can either
hit that and do a small jump
or ride right around it. I'll hit
the next tabletop in fourth
gear and click it down to third
in the air for the next corner
that leads into the whoops.

"The whoops are stuttery

and you've got to get them
exactly right or else you can't
clear the small double that's
situated at the end of them.
From there you come round
to a load of sweeping corners
which are very nice. I'll be
using third and fourth gear
through this section of six

sweepers which gets very
rough - it certainly did last
year for the Brit championship
- and there's a selection of
inside ruts and outside berms
to use.

"Then there's a tight left
and tight right before the top
whoop section. I prefer to take
the outside line in the
right-hander using second
gear to get a good launch out
of the corner before changing

to third before the whoops.
There are nine in total and I'm
doing a double, double,
double then tripling out. It's a
really nice fun section.

"It's also possible to
double in from the inside on
my 450 to do the 2-2-2-3
combo. If not you can --\.

Briti~XGP



Stay on the scene with a Honda CRF250R or CRF450R and you'll

be punching the air with delight. Thumping output and precise

chassis engineering will give you the levels of power and handling
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roll the first one and then do
four separate doubles - every
rider has their own opinion
and they'll do it the way they
feel most comfortable. It's a
good section that's open to
some variation so there
should be plenty of passing
going on here.

"After the whoops there's
a pair of tabletops. The first
one is a really nice step-down
one that you can't hit too fast
or else it'll screw your timing
up for the second one. The
second one - over the tunnel

- is a bit longer, it's a nice
jump and will be really
spectacular for the crowd.

"Next is the tight chicane.
You can either take insides or
sweep around both banks.
Today I was having good fun
railing the banks but on race
day you don't want to be leaving
the inside open or else someone
will come in and nail you.

"Out of the chicane is a
nice little ski jump that you
don't want to jump too far or
else you'll get a real heavy

landing so I'll be scrubbing
that off and staying as low as
possible before getting back on
the gas for the next tabletop
that's on a right-hander. Most
riders will be laying it over here

and there was plenty of good
pictures taken here at last
year's British championships.

"The next section is an
off-camber right-hand turn
that gets really bumpy. You

XGP

have to be careful with the
braking as you don't want to
tuck the front end under. Last
year there were a few different
lines available here and you
can either accelerate fast

down the hill and hit the
outside berm or gingerly pick
your way down the inside and
catch the inside rut.

"From here it's hard on the
gas up the hill and around the
longest corner on the track. It's
270' and goes from being
slightly uphill to an off-camber
downhill turn. You've got to be
steady on the gas and the
brakes round here as you don't
want either end breaking away.

"After the long left-hand
corner is a small jump to~
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Andrea Bartolini
MX2#5
1- 250cc Yamaha
ONE OF the most amiable
men on the world MX tour, at
35 years of age Andrea
Bartolini is also one of the
sport's elder statesmen.

A regular on the GP scene
since his debut in the 125cc
class all the way back in
1987, the Italian gave Yamaha
their first world title for the
then revolutionary four-stroke
when he took the Open class
crown in '99.

An early-season hand
injury has blunted his bid for
world title #2 but he showed
last year when he took the
FIM 125cc bronze medal that
he's still got what it takes to
run at the front of the pack.

He's also got a good eye

for talent and was mightily
impressed last season by
MX2 danger man Ben
Townley. "For sure he would
have been the strongest if he
had not been hurt."

Alessio fChicco'
Chiodi
MX2#4
1- 250cc Yamaha
WITH HAT-TRICK of world
125cc titles to his name,
Alessio 'Chicco' Chiodi knows
all about topping podiums!

The pint-sized Italian ruled
the eighth-litre class from
1997-'99 on a 125cc factory
Husqvarna but can now be
found riding the wheels off his
250cc Yamaha four-stroke.

The 31-year-old only
managed eighth in last

starprofiles
Christian Burnham MX1 #48
GB- 450cc Chambers KTM

A MULTIPLE German champ, Chris Burnham forged his international reputation racing abroad
before he returned to his native UK last year.

The 31-year-old will be looking to erase painful memories of his last visit to Gore Basin when
he crashed out of the '03 Brit champs round here and sustained a season-ending broken pelvis.

For '04 he's secured a place on the Chambers KTM team and is more than happy with his
new outfit. "I love it, I love it! I love everything about the Tim Chambers set-up. And I love
riding the 450 too - it has such smooth, strong power."

season's world title fight
after breaking his wrist in
May and a hand injury going
into the '04 opener at Zolder
hasn't helped this year. But
he's shown time and time
again that he's at home on

offici ramme Briti~XGP

the Yam thumper - "my
smooth, precise style suits
the four-stroke" - and will
be a real podium threat at
Gore Basin.

potential to come away from
Gore Basin with a helmetful of
points - but he'll be looking
for strong support from the
home fans to get them.

The 22-year-old's relishing
the prospect of riding in his
home GP. "I can't wait for it,"
admits TC. "The Isle of Wight
track's awesome but there are
great tracks all over Europe -
what will make all the
difference is having British
fans cheering me on." ~

TomChurch
MX2#70
GB-250cc
Molson Kawasaki
MAKING HIS return to
Kawasaki after two years on a
KTM, Tom Church has the

Rlge41





Josh Coppins
MX1 #31
NZ-450cc
CAS Honda

during pre-season practice in
the US resulted in 11 broken
bones and put his racing
career in jeopardy.

"My medical people in
America sucked so I got out
of there and got sorted in NZ.
The doctors kept saying 'you
broke this and you broke that'
- at one point they told me I'd

THE 27-YEAR-OLD Kiwi was
an FIM silver medallist in the
250cc class in '02 and went
into '03 hotly-tipped to lift the
title. But a horrific crash

sta rofiles

never ride again."
Thankfully, the Lizzard

staged a gutsy comeback and
will be pushing hard for
podium finishes this weekend
aboard his CAS Honda.

"I want to get up there

Jamie Oobb MX2 #64
GB - 250cc RWJ Honda

THE UNDISPUTED king of the 125cc class back in '01 when he won the world title,
32-year-old Jamie Dobb then spent two years trying to develop KTM's 250cc two-stroke
in GPs before returning to the division where he struck gold.

So far this season he's only shown flashes of that championship-winning form and in
earlier rounds he's been battered and bruised after collisions with some of the class's younger,
more 'enthusiastic' (for that read 'out-of-control') pilots.

But Dobby is a fighter and, having come out on top the last time Britain staged a GP,will be
putting in 100 per cent to come away from Gore Basin with a pair of top finishes.

Briti~XGP

and challenge Stefan this
season - he's the guy I'm
shootin' for and I believe I
can run with him." And who
are we to argue?

Kenneth
Gundersen
MX1 #10
N-450cc
Red Bull KTM
BACK WITH KTM after a
couple of years racing
Kawasaki's two-stroke
two-fiddy for Jan De Groot,
the 22-year-old Norwegian
finished the '03 season in
fifth in the MXGP class.

So far this year he's not
made as big an impact as the
Austrian factory hoped for
and is playing second fiddle
in the team to Steve Ramon.

But he's a consistent points
scorer and has the tools to
challenge for podium finishes
on the Isle of Wight.

If he doesn't make it to
the top this season then
time's most definitely on his
side - and he isn't one of the
super-fast Euro young guns
about to chase a deal
Stateside. "MX in Europe is
where I want to be - hopeful-
ly for many years to come."

Mark Hucklebridge
MX1 #50
GB-450cc
Chambers KTM
DOUBLEWINNER at the
opening round of this year's
domestic MX champs, Mark
'Monster' Hucklebridge is -
just like his cousin Tom Church
- one of our home-grown
stars expected to rise to the
occasion at the British GP.

The 25-year-old's a big,
strong lad - hence his
'Monster' nickname - and a
force to be reckoned with in
the British championships.
But he's yet to replicate this
speed on the world stage
which is why the partisan
support of a home crowd
could bring the best out
in him.

So when Monster goes
past, get those air-horns
blaring and let's see if we can
lift him to the next level! ~
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Brian Jorgensen
MX1#8
OK -450cc
Martin Honda
THE DASHING Dane missed
the Valkenswaard GP after
taking longer than expected to
recover from an operation.
But next time out in Germany
he showed he was fully
recovered by blasting to a
double race win with not even
Everts able to reel him in.

British 125cc champ back
in 2001, Brian established a
good reputation with UK fans
during his time over here so
should benefit from some
pretty vocal support. The '94
Euro champ's got a wealth of
top-level MX experience and
over the last few seasons he's
shed the image of being a bit
of a showboater, replacing it
with the reputation of a
hard-riding race winner.

And the man who can
whip a bike as well as anyone
in the world will be right at
home around the jump-filled
Gore Basin circuit.

Andrew McFarlane
MX2#15
Aus-250cc
Dixon Yamaha
ANOTHER ANTIPODEAN
invader, the 26-year-old
Aussie (he's 27 on May 30)
has been blazing the GP trail
since 2000 and in this time
has raced 250cc
two-strokes for both Yamaha

sta rofiles
and Kawasaki.

For '04 he's switched to
the MX2 class and signed up
with Steve Dixon's
British-based Yamaha team.
And after struggling on a
two-stroke last year against
the bigger-bore thumpers in
the MXGP division, 'Sharky' is
delighted to be racing a
quarter-litre four-banger.

"Yamaha have had the
bike for three years and with
the whole support Steve's put

together for me - the Rinaldi
engine, a really good
mechanic and Steve's own
set-up - I was real happy to
secure such a good deal.

"Almost everyone has a
four-stroke with the new
bikes from Honda, Suzuki and
Kawasaki but I think the
choice I've made, riding the
bike that's been on the market
for three years and undergone
continual development, gives
me confidence."

Billy MacKenzie
MX2#211
GB-250cc
Dixon Yamaha

moved up to contest the British
MX Open championship and
has impressed on a VZF450 but
his weapon of choice for GPs is
Yamaha's 250cc four-stroke in
the MX2 division.

He crashed out of the
German GP in early May and
sustained a dislocated shoulder
- but if he comes into the Isle
of Wight firing on all cylinders
we could very well witness Billy
at his brilliant best! .....li...

A MULTI-TIMEyouth champ,
20-year-old Billy MacKenzieis
another British rider who's
capableof posting sizzlinglap
times and great results in the UK
but can't seemto carry his true
form abroad.

This year Billy Mack's

Mickael Maschio MX2 #71
F - Kawasaki RT

WORLD 125cc champ in '02, fast Frenchman Mickael Maschio has a well-deserved reputation for hanging it out and his switch to
a 250F four-stroke for '04 hasn't calmed him down.

Starting alongside Stephen Sword on Dutch tuning wizard Jan De Groot's factory Kawasaki team, the 30-year-old is
determined to improve on his fourth place in last year's 125cc title standings and is a serious threat for top honours this weekend.

XGP ge45
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Stefan Everts MX1 #72
B - L&M YZ450FM Yamaha
STEFANEVERTSis the daddy of GP MX and the man everyone in the MX1 class is shooting for
this weekend. With seven world titles to his name - one in the 125s (1991), a hat-trick of
250cc titles ('95-'97), a pair of Open class crowns ('01 and '02) and the '03 MXGP
championship - the 31-year-old Belgian is on course to make it eight this year.

The son of four-time world champ Harry, Stefan's ability to combine the brain of a
master motocross tactician with sublime riding skills has already netted him the
early-season lead in the MX1 division - bad news for his rivals if the rest of the world
championship follows his masterplan.

"The basis of all mY,titles has been my form from mid-May and early June until August.
Most years I've stamped my authority on the main part of the season when the summer is
coming and I'm hauling ass!" ~
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CedricMelotte MX1 #7
B - L&M Yl450FM Yam
STEFAN'SUNDERSTUDYon the
factory Yamaha squad threatened to
eclipse his illustrious team-leader
when, at the first GP of the year, he
took a surprise overall victory.

Since then Everts has hooked
a higher gear but Cedric Melotte,
the 25-year-old French-speaking
Belgian, has been a regular on the
MX1 podium and holds a
comfortable second in the
series standings.

Despite ending the '03 650cc
world champs in third overall, his
elevation to factory Yamaha rider
for '04 caused a few raised
eyebrows around the GP paddock. But his results have silenced the critics.

The highlight of his career so far came last year when he won the 650 GP at Namur - his
home track. "The best thing that ever happened in my life was to win Namur! I never dreamed
that I could win Namur.

"I mean, it is the dream of every motocross rider to win there and for me, born and bred
there, even more so of course. It was an ambition that just seemed too high but I did it!"

The 24-year-old finished
runner-up in the '01 and '02
125cc GP campaigns before
finally claiming that elusive
FIM gold medal last year.

With the world title finally
his, Ramon promptly upped
sticks and jumped ship to the
MX1 class, filling the berth
vacated by Joel Smets aboard
a factory 450cc KTM. "It was
time to move up. I was close
to changing class before the
2003 season but in the end I
decided I still had time to race
125 one more year and finally
win the title."

So far he seems to have
adjusted well to the switch from
eighth-litre stroker to 450cc
four-banger and is a genuine
podium threat at the Isle of
Wight this weekend. "My entire
career has been small advances
and if I feel good then I am
giving 100 per cent. But I am
not a rider to take risks. I think
it is just the way I am." ~

on two-stroke power after
signing to race a 450cc
Honda four-stroke for the
Italian Martin team.

So far it's not been the
easiest of seasons for the
Frenchman - he was forced
to abandon his bike in a
bottomless rut in Spain and in
Germany he gritted his teeth
for two top 10 finishes after
dislocating his shoulder the
day before in practice.

He's a long way behind
Everts in the points table but
Pichon's an out-and-out
fighter and he'll be looking to
reduce the gap at Gore Basin
and take the fight to the
reigning champ.

Mickael Pichon
MX1#2
F-450cc
Martin Honda
THE TWO-TIME world champ
dominated the premier 250cc
class in '01 and '02 but could
only manage third in last
year's MXGP division after a
season-ending knee injury
sustained in Germany.

The injury also cost him
his ride with the factory
Suzuki team but he's fighting
fit again and no longer relying

Steve Ramon
MX1#11
B-450cc
Red Bull KTM

on a pre-production KX250F
at last year's closing round of
the KWSMX series relit the
fire in Nunny's belly. The two
outstanding race wins
reminded everyone just what
Carl's capable of and after
some top-secret trials with
Honda he signed on the
dotted line with the RTI
squad for an all-out onslaught
on the MX2 class.

Nunny's currently
hovering around the bottom
reaches of the top 10 but we
know he's capable of much,
much more and the Isle of
Wight could be where we see
him hit top form again.

IT WAS a case of third time
lucky in '03 for Steve Ramon.

Carl Nunn
MX2#55
GB-250cc
RTTHonda
AFTER ONE of the toughest
seasons of his career in '03,
multi-time youth champion
and GP winner Carl Nunn's
back on track for '04. Riding
for a whole new team - RTI
Honda - and returning to the
class that brought Carl his
best results, this season
promises to be one of the
best for Nunny.

It's been three years since
Carl did a full season in the
125 division but a one-off ride

Briti~XGP
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Joel Smets
MX1#3
B-450cc
Alstare Suzuki
THE MAN with five world
crowns to his name would
dearly like to make it six this
season but the 35-year-old is
trying to win GPs and develop
a brand new machine at the
same time.

His shock departure to
Suzuki at the end of the
season set the paddock
tongues wagging. But,
despite an injury sustained
at a pre-season
international, he's already
had some success on the
450 four-banger and has
lost none of his desire.

A rock-hard MX slugger,
Smets didn't race motocross
until he was 17 but less than
three years later was
contesting GPs. Last season
he became only the third rider
to pass the magic mark of 50
GP victories and now holds
second in the all-time win-list
having overtaken Joel Roberts
- the Belgian legend he was
named after.

Joel rides with his heart -
a quality that's won the burly
Belgian a huge fanbase, as
well as world Open
class/650cc titles in '95, '97,
'98, Y2K and '03.

starprofiles

Tyla Rattray MX2 #16
RSA - 125cc Champ KTM

YOUNG, FAST and aiming to follow in the footsteps of
compatriots and former world champs Greg Albertyn and
Grant Langston, 18-year-old Tyla Rattray is the latest
super-quick racer to come out of South Africa.

The Durban teenager, who moved to Europe to chase his
dream at the tender age of 14, is one of the few 125cc
two-stroke riders contesting the GP this weekend. But while
the shift towards four-strokes continues to gather
momentum, Tyla's happy to rely on two-stroke power.

"The four-strokes will be good - especially off the start -
but I'm confident that the factory KTMs still have
championship potential."

Tyla ended the '03 season ranked #6 in the world - and
it's a number he's determined to at least halve this year.
"I want to finish top three in the world championship. It
won't be easy, of course." He's already stood on the top
step of the podium this year and is still on course to fulfil
his season's goals.

Briti~XGP

Stephen Sword
MX2#19
GB-250cc
Kawasaki RT
THIS SEASON has seen a
number of firsts for Stephen
Sword - his first factory deal,
his first GP podium finish, his
first GP moto win and his first
GP overall victory. Can he add
to the list and take his first
British GP overall and go on to
take his first world crown?

Back-to-bank British 125cc
champion in '02 and '03 on a
KTM two-stroke, Swordy's been
super-fast in the UK but has
struggled to carry his speed
into the GPs. Not anymore!

The switch to a factory
250cc four-stroke Kawasaki has
seen the 24-year-old Scot
become a genuine contender for
the MX2 title after ending last
season ninth in the standings.

He scored his first ever GP
points at Foxhill so we know he
reacts well to the roar of the
home crowd - we could very
well have a home-grown winner
to cheer this weekend!

Ben Townley
MX2#30
NZ-250cc
ChampKTM
IF ONE rider could rain on
Swordy's parade this weekend
then it's most likely going to be
Ben Townley, Champ KTM's
outrageously quick teenager
from New Zealand.

Riding the all-new 250cc
KTM four-stroke, BT's arguably
the fastest man in the field but
mechanical problems and a
crash in Germany have stopped
him opening up a big lead at the
head of the MX2 title table.

He has made no secret of
the fact that he wants to head
Stateside but these career plans
were put on hold before the start
of the '03 season when he
sustained life-threatening injuries
- namely a severed liver (ouch!)
- while practising for his AMA
SX debut.

In interviews he can come
across as cocky and arrogant
but he's not - BT's simply
brimming with confidence and a
burning desire to win races. I



rogrammeofevents
FRIDA
Technical Control

SATURDAY
MX2 1st free practice
MX11st free practice
MX2 Time practice and start practice
MX1 2nd free practice
MX2 Qualifying race 1
MX2 Qualifying race 2
MX1 Time practice
MX2 Last chance time practice

SUNDAY
MX2Warm-up
MX1 Warm-up
MX2Race 1
MX1 Race 1
MX2Race2
MX1 Race 2

1500hrs-1900hrs

IIEt
10 PODIUM
11 WAITING
12 SCOOTER PARK
13 TIME KEEPING / TV
14 RACE DIRECTOR
19 ENTERTAINMENT
21 COMPOUND A
22 COMPOUND B
23 COMPOUND C
24 EMERGENCY

SERVICES
VEHICLES

1OOOhrs-1O4Ohrs
1100hrs-1140hrs
1200hrs-1240hrs
1400hrs-1440hrs
1500hrs
1545hrs
1630hrs-1700hrs
1715hrs-1745hrs

1a 'Ohrs-1030hrs
1100hrs-1130hrs
1200hrs (35 min + 2laps)
1330hrs (35 min + 2laps)
1500hrs (35 min + 2 laps)
1630hrs (35 min + 2 laps)
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Entry listMX1
2 Mickael Pichon FRA FFM Honda
3 Joel Smets BEL FMB Suzuki
6 Javier Garcia Vico SPA RFME Honda
7 Cedric Melotte BEL FMB. Yamaha
8 Brian Jorgensen DEN DMU Honda
10 Kenneth Gundersen NOR NMF KTM
11 Steve Ramon BEL FMB KTM
12 Danny Theybers BEL FMB Yamaha
18 Marnicq Bervoets BEL FMB Yamaha
21 Fabrizio Dini ITA FMI Honda
24 Kevin Strijbos BEL KNMV Suzuki
26 Antti Pyrhonen FIN SML Suzuki
27 Yoshitaka Atsuta JPN ACU Honda
28 Luigi Seguy FRA FFM Yamaha
31 Joshua Coppins NZL MNZ Honda
34 James Noble GBR ACO Honda
36 Stuart Flockhart GBR ACU Honda
40 Tanel Leok EST MOL Suzuki
43 Antoine Mea FRA FFM Kawasaki
45 Christophe Martin FRA FFM Yamaha
48 Christian Burnham GBR ACU KTM
50 Mark Hucklebridge GBR ACO KTM
72 Stefan Everts BEL FMB Yamaha
73 Thomas Traversini ITA FMI Honda
74 Lauris Freibergs LAT LaMSF Honda
75 Josef Dobes ClE DMSB Suzuki
77 Marko Kovalainen FIN SML Honda
80 Ken De Dijker BEL FMB Honda
97 Sven Breugelmans BEL FMB KTM
123 Enrico Oddenino ITA FMI TM
216 Christophe Nambotin FRA FFM Yamaha

David Campbell GBR ACO Honda
Mark Jones GBR ACU KTM

Reserve riders
Jordan Rose GBR ACU Yamaha
Ben Taylor GBR ACO Suzuki

officia rogrammeBritis XGP



Entry listMX2
4 Alessio Chiodi ITA FMI Yamaha
5 Andrea Bartolini ITA FMI Yamaha
15 Andrew McFarlane AUS MUL Yamaha
16 Tyla Rattray RSA MSA KTM
19 Stephen Sword GBR ACU Kawasaki
22 Claudio Federici ITA FMI Yamaha
30 Ben Townley NZL MNZ KTM
37 Patrick Caps BEL FMB Yamaha
38 Marvin Van Daele BEL FMB Suzuki
41 Antoine Letellier FRA FFM Suzuki
46 Davide Guarnieri ITA FMI KTM
49 Rui Goncalves POR FNM Yamaha
52 Pascal Leuret FRA FFM KTM
55 Carl Nunn GBR ACU Honda
56 Manuel Priem BEL FMB Suzuki
64 James Dobb GBR ACU Honda
65 Manuel Manni ITA FMI Yamaha
66 Cristian Stevanini ITA FMI Honda
68 David Philippaerts ITA FMI KTM
69 Wyatt Avis RSA MSA Suzuki
70 Tom Church GBR ACU Kawasaki
71 Mickael Maschio FRA FFM Kawasaki
76 Aigar Leak EST EMF KTM
83 Jonathan Barragan SPA RFME KTM
87 Jeff Dement USA FMI Honda
90 Sebastien Pourcel FRA FFM Kawasaki
92 Luca Cherubini ITA FMI Suzuki
95 Maximilian Nagl GER DMSB KTM
99 Oscar Vromans NED KNMV Yamaha
112 Jiri Cepelak CZE ACCR KTM
114 Gareth Swanepoel RSA DMSB KTM
118 Anthony Boissiere FRA FFM Yamaha
121 Christophe Salaets BEL FMB Honda
201 Josef Kulhavy SVK SMF KTM
202 Wayne Smith GBR ACU KTM
204 Carlos Campano SPA RFME Yamaha
207 Steve Seronval BEL FMB Honda
211 Billy MacKenzie GBR ACU Yamaha
222 Antonio Cairoli ITA FMI Yamaha
223 Jan Brabec CZE ACCR Kawasaki
226 Tom De Belder BEL FMB Honda
230 Dennis Verbbruggen BEL MUL Yamaha
237 Andreas Boller GER DMSB Honda
239 Frederic Sandouly FRA FFM Yamaha
414 Jason Dougan GBR ACU Honda
711 Thomas Allier FRA FFM Kawasaki

Danny Smyth GBR ACU Honda
Brad Anderson GBR ACU KTM
Glen Phillip's GBR ACU Yamaha
Ben Saunders GBR ACU Yamaha
Shaun Simpson GBR ACU KTM
Akira Narita JAP AMA Honda

official programme Briti~XGP Rlge57
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Motorcycle Club and combined
with their national Cotswold
scramble - took place on a
sunny September day around
the two-and-a-quarter mile
circuit at Nymphsfield.

Victory in the 10-lap race
went to Brian Stonebridge (500
Matchless) from BSA duo Phil
Nex and Derek Rickman. In
fourth place the first European
champion, Belgian Victor
Leloup (500 FN), led home a
terrific scrap between
Californian legend Bud Ekins
(500 Matchless) and Bill
Barugh on his 200cc
Villiers-engined Dot which had
the huge crowd hollering.

"I can still rernember the
scream of that stinking little
two-stroke alongside me,"
snarled stuntman, ISDT gold
medallist and mate of Steve
McQueen Ekins, when I met
him at his Hollywood workshop
40 years later. "I just had to
beat hirn!" And Bud, the man
who jumped the barbed wire
fence at the end of 'The Great
Escape', duly did - although
only by half-a-bike's length!

Leloup won that 1952
championship frorn
compatriot Auguste
Mingels (FN) and John
Avery's Gold Star BSA.

In July 1953 the

second British GP attracted
7000 fans to Brands Hatch in
Kent on a boiling hot and
dusty mid-summer day.
Promoted by the Streatham
and District Motorcycle Club
round a one-and-three-quarter
mile track, two heats preceded
a fierce 15-lap final fought out
by Stonebridge, Leloup and
Mingels. But a 'clanking'
engine slowed Leloup and
Mingels broke his FN's front
wheel on lap 10, leaving
Stonebridge to win again in 50
minutes and 38 seconds - an
average speed of 31.2 miles

an hour!

a sandpit and a
corrugated straight,"
announced the
press proudly!

After a false
start Mingels led
the 15-lap charge
from Geoff Ward
and Brian

, ua enna Y
s uss,an ,sq a ,·oke at Hawkstone Stonebridge.
. . Kavinov share

Vlad,mlf Their huge battle lasted until
And in another half-distance when Ward

exciting sprint for the line, crashed and injured a shoulder.
teenager Graham Beamish Then Mingels retired with
(BSA) - future importer of carburettor problems, leaving
Suzuki motorcycles - just Stonebridge within sight of a
edged John Avery out of British GP hat-trick. But the tall,
seventh place! lean Brit bust a finger and had

In 1954 the British GP hit to stop three laps from the flag,
Hawkstone Park for the first handing victory to Nex (BSA)
time in front of an estimated ahead of Dave Curtis
crowd of 40,000! "Hazards (Matcnless) and David Tye
round the 1.5 rnile circuit are a (350 BSA). First foreigner
spectacular mountain section, home was sixth-placed Belgian
an equally severe 'side-of-a- Nic Jansen (500 Sarolea). The
house' descent, a bumpy path, British 500 GP stayed put in

Briti~XGP

that daunting Shropshire
citadel for the next
10 years.

Despite his English
misfortunes, Mingels won
the European champs in
1953 and '54, both times
beating Rene Beaten's
Sarolea - another Belgian
on a Belgian bike. Leloup
finished third in 1953 and
the winner of both support
races at that first Hawkstone
Park Grand Prix, teenager Jeff

Smith (BSA), was third
in 1954.

A year later Smith returned
to win the main event - the first
motocross GP to be decided on
overall aggregate over two heats
- although Johnny Draper took
the title ahead of Bill Nilsson
who was first foreigner home at
Hawkstone Park in seventh.

The following season Les
Archer, the eventual 1956
European champion (and the
only Norton winner of a major
MX crown), claimed
Hawkstone's British GP ahead of
Draper.The series was then
elevated to the dizzy heights of
'Championnnat du Monde' in
1957, when Bill Nilsson
(CrescenVAJS) beat Baeten (FN)
and Sten Lundin (BSA) to the
first world crown. At Hawkstone,
though, JV Smith once again
reigned suprerne - the tough
Lancashire-born Midlander

outlasting Archer's Norton.
Constant championship

challenger Rene Baeten finally
achieved success in 1958,
dethroning Nilsson with the
slim, elegant Lundin once
more third. But it was another
Swede - Lars Gustafsson -
who beat Baeten at Hawkstone
as he became the first foreign
conqueror on a day so savage
that only six finishers survived
the Salop Motor Club's
Shropshire classic.

Lundin (Monark) aptly won
the world title in 1959,
although Jeff Smith cornpleted
his heady hat-trick of British
GP wins. And by this tirne a
European 250 series had
surfaced. Dougie Lampkin's
Uncle Arthur, a works BSA
rider back then, remernbers a
British round at Beenham Park
in Berkshire.

"The 250 BSA C15 was
new that year," says Arthur. "I
won the Experts Grand National
on it then the next day Draper,
Jeff Smith and Brian Martin
were entered at Beenham Park.
I think Smith finished second."
Rolf Tibblin (Husqvarna)
overcarne lanky Greeves
legend Stonebridge in that
inaugural championship.

The Thundersley factory
then triumphed as fiery East
Anglian Dave Bickers' Greeves
beat Smith to the title in ....li..
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'76 BritIsh 50 rugged Englishman's efforts
were echoed by a raw teenaged
newcomer named Joel Robert
who, on a CZ, ripped to victory
in a British 250 GP at road race
venue Cadwell Park while
beating Hallman and Viktor
Arbekov to the world title.

Smith achieved an amazing
fifth Hawkstone win on his
enlarged 440 BSA in 1965 -
ahead of team-mate Vic
Eastwood in race one - and
clinched his second world
crown. But while his stellar
rival Bickers once again won

1960, although Jeff's BSA
triumphed at the British GP.
Held for the first time round
Bickers' home circuit of
Shrublands Park, near Ipswich,
Smith won race one and
Bickers retaliated in race two. A
year later Bickers twice
defeated Lampkin at
Shrublands Park with Swede
Torsten Hallman third as
24-year-old Bickers flew to his
second European title.

The 250s were awarded
their own world championship
in 1962. Bickers again won the
British GP at Shrublands Park,
although his great rival Hallman
(think THOR racing gear!) won
that first title ahead of Smith
and Lampkin.

1960 had seen Nilsson
(Husqvarna) harnrner to victory
at Hawkstone Park en-route to
beating Lundin's Monark and
Don Rickrnan (Metisse) to the
500cc championship. Big Dave
Curtis (Matchless) won both
British GP motos of 1961. And
in 1962 former European 250
titleholder Rolf Tibblin, heading
for his first 500cc world
championship, manhandled his
mighty Husqvarna to victory at
Hawkstone ahead of Gunnar
Johansson. This Swedish
double was mirrored by
Hallrnan who grabbed his
second 250cc world title and
victory at Shrublands Park.

Jeff Smith (mounted on a
new-fangled lightweight
four-stroke 420 BSA Victor!)
toppled Tibblin at Hawkstone
Park in 1964 and eclipsed the
mighty Swede by just two
points in an enthralling
championship chase. And the

his three straight crowns. The
Eastern Bloc policeman also
won at Farleigh in 1967, before
Vic Eastwood's fantastic
triumph there in wet and nasty
weather a year later. That
season ended with Friedrichs
clinching the title by a single
point from Vic's BSA team-mate
John 'the Baron' Banks!

After missing out in 1966,
the British 250 round
resu rfaced at national

turned the tables - again by
two points! - on Hallman in the
championship. Joel's next bitter
rival - and present Suzuki
grand prix team boss - Sylvain
Geboers (CZ), interrupted
Robert's sequence of British
250 GP successes in 1969
before Joel, now on Suzuki,
claimed victories at Dodington
in 1970 and 71. On every
occasion Robert went on to
win the world championship -

our 250 GP at Shrublands Park
it was Arbekov (CZ) who
nicked the title from Robert.

The British 500 GP finally
reached the fabulous Wiltshire
valley of Farleigh Castle in 1966
when, on a fine and famous day,
Don Rickman won on a Metisse
of his own equally fine and
famous manufacture. But it was
the elegant Englishman's only
victory of the year. New world
champ Paul Friedrichs (CZ),
from Eastern Germany, won
seven rounds to take the first of

championship track Wakes
Colne in 1967. Joel Robert won
- although he lost the title to
Hallman by two points after a
colossal struggle in which they
won five GPs apiece.

Then the Bristol club
stepped in. Their majestic
Dodington Park circuit, on a
country estate at Old Sodbury,
alongside the A46 between
Bath and Stroud, hosted five
successive British 250 GPs.
Robert won one of his six
grands prix there in 1968 and

XGP

in 1970 by, yes, two points
from Geboers!

Though Joel Robert,
inventor of the 'cross-up', leapt
to his sixth and final world
crown in 1972 (the year Stefan
Everts was born!), he was
upended at Dodington Park by
bouncing Czech legend
Jaroslav Falta (CZ). That year
also saw Farleigh Castle's
five-year sequence of British
500 GPs come to a close after
a two-year break in 1969170.

Another nearly man -

Sweden's Ake Jonsson - won
in 1971, the year his Maico
blew a plug in the season's
final race and handed the world
title to Roger de Coster's
Suzuki. Roger triumphed at
Farleigh, his favourite circuit,
12 months later on his way to
world championship #2.

Both 250 and 500cc British
GPs then missed a year while
the Trophee des Nations came
to Dodington Park before each
re-surfaced at a fresh venue in
1974. The 500s hijacked
Dodington, where the world's
tallest GP rider - Belgian Jaak
van Velthoven - won his only
round of the year on a factory
Yamaha. And down on the
south coast at Ladies Mile,
Chalton, the Portsmouth club
ran a memorable 250 round on
their steep, rocky hillside
venue with both motos
falling to blond Swedish
extrovert Torleif 'Cassius'
Hansen on a Kawasaki.

The 250 GP stayed put in
1975 when, on his way to his
only quarter-litre world crown,
Stefan Everts' dad Harry won
on the sweet little Austrian
twin-carb Puch. The British 500
round, however, returned to a
dustbowl at Hawkstone Park
where Dutchman Gerrit
Wolsink (Suzuki) won overall
after moto wins for title rivals
de Coster and Heikki Mikkola
whose Husky expired within
two laps of a double race
victory. An historic day indeed,
with Honda's new factory 'fire
engine' making its European
debut in the hands of ~
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another Dutchman - Pierre
Karsmakers - who finished fifth
in race two.

That year also brought the
launch of a world 125cc
championship - the previous
two seasons had seen an 'FIM
Cup' won by Andre Malherbe's
Zundapp and featuring a British
round down on the
Pembrokeshire coast in South
Wales! There, under the
vigorous auspices of rugged
Welshman Geoff Harry and the
Saundersfoot club, the
first-ever British 125 GP
returned to the fabulous
seaside circuit at Stepaside. But
unlucky Andre had broken his
wrist and Suzuki's diminutive
Gaston Rahier won both the
British Grand Prix and the first
125cc world title.

The following year at
Hawkstone Park, Rahier pushed
aside the challenge of AMA
champion Marty Smith (Honda)
but 125 GP racing then
vanished from UK shores for 13
long summers before returning
to Shropshire in 1989.

The 1976 500 GP went
back to Dodington Park and
featured a fine first grand prix
moto win for a teenaged blond
bombshell from Hampshire on
a Goss Maico. Graham Noyce
was destined to claim a world
title within three thunderous

years! That Dodington GP was
won overall by world champion
Roger de Coster, who had a
hand in designing the brand
new Fox and Hounds track on
stony land adjacent to the M4 in
Berkshire. There John Horler's
Newbury club ran a 1976 250
GP peppered with past, present
and future MX greats. From this
truly gifted cast list emerged
Russian hardman Gennady
Moiseev, who lost the world
championship to Heikki Mikkola
that year by a single, solitary
point - although homeboy Neil
Hudson (Maico) captured his
first grand prix rostrum at
Newbury in his third GP.

Come 1977, the first 250
GP to visit Hawkstone Park
was dominated by Moiseev and

his stocky, moustachioed
team-mate Vladimir Kavinov-
their KTM one-two mirroring
their conquest of the world as
they shared 15 out of a total of
22 race wins.

The British 500 round
went back to the beautiful
Wiltshire valley beneath the
ancient, slumbering silhouette
of Farleigh Castle - still surely
the most poignant setting on a
warm English summer's
evening and one of nature's
greatest motocross gifts! The
winner was bearded Californian
hobo and new Honda team
leader 'Bad' Brad Lackey - one
of the American's two GP wins
that year - although the first
race, briefly, featured a British
1-2-3 as Lancastrian Bob

Briti~XGP

Wright (CCM) headed Noyce
(Maico) and Welshman Andy
Roberton (Montesa).

Lackey came back and did it
again in 1978 and this time
ranked second in the world
behind Yamaha's fiery Finn
Mikkola. The same year also saw
Moiseev complete a hat-trick of
British 250 GP successes when
the UK round - for one
memorable season - visited
Scotland and the magnificent
Kilmartin track, where his closest
title rival Torleif Hansen crashed
crucially out of contention.

The 250s went AWDL in
1979, while Farleigh Castle
savoured a smash and grab by

more festive gatherings. In
1981 and his tile-winning
season of 198~, Hakan
Carlqvist swept his savage
air-cooled 490 Yamaha to
victory. Between times,
champion elect Lackey (Suzuki)
won a tie-breaker from English
teenager Dave Thorpe who, on
a factory Kawasaki, scored his
first GP moto win that
significant day in 1982.

Britain's 250 GP found a
new home from 1980 until
1983 at Hawkstone Park and
19-year-old Belgian Georges
Jobe (Suzuki) won the first
year en-route to his first world
title. Kees van der Ven (KTM)
triumphed in 1981 and never
missed a rostrum every time
he graced that choppy, sandy
circuit on either 250 or 500 for
the next five years, only losing
out to Californian Danny
LaPorte (Yamaha) on
tie-breakers after two explosive
duels in 1982 and '83! Then it
was back to Newbury in 1984,
a race win for Heinz Kinigadner
(KTM) and overall victory for
young Hampshireman and
championship rival Jem
Whatley (Suzuki).

From 1984, our 500

arry ve s seers l
Worldtitle at the '758s
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world champ
elect Graham 'Rolls' Noyce
who had taken over from
Lackey as Honda's main man.
The local town of Bradford
upon Avon echoed throughout
Saturday night to raucous
choruses of "Gra-ham Noyce,
Gra-ham Noyce, Gra-ham
Noooyce ..."!

After hosting an MX des
Nations in 1980 - won by
Belgium - Farleigh enjoyed

GP alternated between its two
accepted ancestral homes of
Hawkstone Park and Farleigh
Castle. Thorpe's Honda
hammered to a pair of race
wins on a belting sunny day
that year and enjoyed an
unprecedented lap of honour.
Then 1985 saw the big
Berkshireman lose out to
team-mate Malherbe after ~





Britain's 250 GP paid a
one-off visit to the
Mortimer Club's fine
circuit at Asham Woods,
Frome, in Somerset. In a
mud bath - and despite
Whatley's second race
win - world champ
John van den Berk
(Yamaha) took the
honours from
Vehkonen and current
AMA GNCC man
Rodney Smith, who
rode that season in
Europe for

w s one - Chesterfield Suzuki.
as on ~ le~-'t~~~~~5 tps rn '75 and '76 The 1989

won the first ", British 500 GP made a final,

'DT' had staged his astonishing truly tropical return to Farleigh
four-lap last-to-first place where, in front of a valley full of
charge following a first turn fall scorched and screaming fans,
at Farleigh. Thorpe was then DT scored a rousing victory
humbled at a rain-lashed that launched his late-season
Hawkstone GP in 1986 by one charge to a third world crown.
of his major title rivals, Eric That season also saw a 125
'The Kid' Geboers (Honda). GP at Hawkstone where a
But both years he beat the breakdown for first-race winner
Belgians to the world title. Alex Puzar (Chesterfield

The 250cc series enjoyed a Suzuki) left the door open for
one-off trip to Farleigh in 1986. enigmatic American title rival
'Pink Panther' Jacky Vimond Trampas Parker (KTM) to claim
(Yamaha), who now coaches victory and, ultimately, the
Mickael Pichon, won overall - world championship.
the first ever French world Following a four-year hiatus,
champ prevailing over the British 250 GP reappeared
Englishman Andy Nicholls round John Horler's steep and
(Yamaha) in race one then spectacular chalk valley at
losing out to brilliant second Foxhill in 1992 and was
race winner Whatley on his combined from 1995 with the
Cagiva. 'The Kid' returned to British 125 round in a landmark
Shropshire on a warm and collusion that's re-emerged as
blissful day in 1987 for MX1 and MX2 in 2004!
Hawkstone Park's final 250 In 1990 Bill Shaw, Bob
grand prix. But although on McMinn and the Nantwich
nervous course to his only club hosted a British 125 GP
quarter-litre world title, Eric lost around the pretty Cheshire
out to Cagiva's ex-125 champ track at Hatherton Hall. In
Pekka Vehkonen. muddy conditions, Ireland's

Another blazing hot day at first ever grand prix winner
Farleigh that summer saw Jobe Alan Morrison (Honda)
(Honda) survive a minor hail of emerged victorious. Back at
bottles a~ cans from English Nantwich a year later, Bob
fans as he beat Kawasaki's Kurt Moore (KTM) beat his title
Nicoll, although Kurt secured rival Stefan Everts (Suzuki)
his maiden moto win. Then, in before, after a year's break,
1988, Thorpe once more ACU motocross committee
reigned supreme in filthy chairman Denis Slaughter
weather at Hawkstone while staged the 1993 grand prix at
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Cadder's Hill, Lyng, in Norfolk.
The sandy half of this
demanding Jekyll-and-Hyde
track suited Dutchman and
eventual world champion
Pedro Tragter (Suzuki).

Hawkstone Park saw out
the century with a series of
battle-charred 500 GPs, won
by a succession of continental
heavyweights - with a one-off
visit to the scenic Oxfordshire
track at Culham thrown in for
good measure in Y2K.

Eric Geboers, Dirk
Geukens, lovable Georgia boy
Billy 'Bullet' Liles, Swede
Jorgen Nilsson, Jacky Martens
(the first four-stroke world
champion since Jeff
Smith), Flemish Lion
Joel Smets and
another amiable
Swedish nearly-man,
Peter Johansson, all
claimed British 500
and Open GPs until
the curtain dropped
in 2000.

At Foxhill Bob
Moore, Greg
Albertyn and Yves
Demaria won

Italian Chicco Chiodi took
125cc honours in 1997 and
1998, then his classy
compatriot Claudio Federici (de
Carli Yamaha) did the business
in 1999. Tortelli, meantime,
tellingly deposed Everts in a '98
250cc thriller before Dutch
middleman Remy van Rees
won his only GP a wet and
sticky year later.

We all gathered again on
May 27 2000, Eurosport
there to cover the 250 GP
live. But the rain fell - for 40
days and 40 nights. At least,
that's how it felt. The valley a
quagmire, Jamie Dobb (KTM)
won the 125cc contest,
heading a British one-two

British 250 GPs
from 1992 until
1994 but the
venue struggled
to attract any
crowd to a 1994
125 d aurence .nroun won torn: tn pence pus es IS

In al Farle· h awasa Iagain by dapper 10 Casl/e in '83

American Moore, finally
champion of the world with
Chesterfield Yamaha. Then
came that ingenious marriage -
the British 125 and 250
double-header - that drew
crowds of 30,000 and secured
cult status.

While Stefan Everts effected
a 250 GP hat-trick, the 125s hit
the rev limiter. Paul Malin
(Yamaha) thrillingly won in
1995, then 12 months later lost
a barking contest with French
whizzkid Sebastien Tortelli
(Kawasaki) after which they
flew a breathtaking lap of
honour side-by-side!

with Carl Nunn in the second
moto. But late that night the
250s were cancelled.

And that was British GP
game-over...until now!

In the spectacular Gore
Basin at Arreton - almost four
years later to the day - the
British Grand Prix has finally
emerged from that cruel,
saturated sabbatical. And I
hope you fans have flocked in
your thousands to the greatest
off-road extravaganza of the
New Millennium to hit the UK. I

• Words and photos by Jack Burniel.





NATIONWIDE OFF ROAD REGISTER

Web: www.norr.co.uk • Email: enquiries@norr.biz
phone: 01344 829992

We at NORR have researched the growing problem of theft in 4 years, and during that
time we have been recording stolen vehicles on our database.
After correspondence and meetings at Manufacturers, Associations, Police, Dept of
Transport DVIA we launched a legitimate registration system for all off road vehicles
not registered with DVIA. We are now registrating many off road vehicles each week
with numbers growing daily, we have secured ARB Underwriters to insure registered
off road vehicles. Our research has shown that on average, one vehicle in twelve is
stolen each month, and is increasing. Retailers can now check frame numbers as can
individuals to safeguard them from unwittingly purchasing stolen machines. Our
message is plain and simple. Don't let off road theft continue! Register and insure
your machine now, don't wait until it's too late.

To register/report stolen, your off road vehicle(s), please rill out the application
form below. Reporting your vehicle(s) as stolen is FREE!!The cost to register
your vehicle(s) is £23.50 per vehicle. All Cheques/Postal Orders to be made out
to NORRLtd.
All applications should be sent to: Nationwide Off Road Register, A6 DP House,
The Ring, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1HB or handed to a member of our team.
We now have the only national database of stolen off road vehicles that
retailers and police are now using to check the identity of off road machines!!

BIKE DETAILSAPPLICATION FORM
Registration/Report Stolen Details

Make: .

Full Name: .
Model: .

Address: .
Year: .

CC: .

Colour: .

Post Code: . Frame No:.

Contact No:. . . Engine No:

PAYMENT DETAILS
Registration Fee £23.50/Report Stolen FREE!!

Credit/Debit Cheque Postal Order

Card No: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Expiry Date: .

Card Holders Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Issue No. * .





SOMETHING POWERFU FOR THE WEEKEND!
ShYofmolosflg!1

D KARCHER 100 series power washer @ £30.00

D KARCHER petrol power ashers @ £225.00

D 1 KVA KAMA WHISPER silent generators @ £295.00

D 2.5 KVA HONDA powered generator standard
silenced @ £295.00

D 18V TWIN PACK CORDLESS DRILLS with spare
battery 1hour charger @ £49.00

D 251TR AIR COMPRESSOR 1.5hp, Scfm @ £85.00

THE RE·WDRKSLTD.

KARCHER
r'~--,--J DOMESTIC / INDUSTRIALD HOOVER

DCLEANERS

DPRESSURE WASHER

GENERATORS
ELECTRIC / FUEL

ELECTRIC WINCHES

POWER TOOLS

UNITS 7,8 &10 - THE GABLES BUSINESS COURT - TOTTE MIRE LANE- EPWORTH - DONCASTER - DN9 1JL
t 01427 875975 f 01724 783772 e info@re orks.co.uk w www.reworks.co.uk



Not all of the action takes place over on the race track this weekend -
1. • • 1. • ••



gets the most amount of noise
from the crowd will transfer to
the next round until they're
whittled down to just two
riders. Yet again it's the crowd
who decides who'll take the
win in the final and the
Asterisk goodies.

And the winner of the
Asterisk Sick Trick contest
will also take 10 bonus points
towards his final score,
second will take eight with

hi

and joint fourth four points.
After a short break we'll be

heading straight into the
Surfing Life Best Whip contest.
Again, it's a head-to-head
knockout contest following the
same format as the Asterisk
Sick Trick event. This time
though it's up to the riders to
throw out their best whips in
the allotted time. It's up to you
to choose who wins by
showing your vocal support so

. I

Then it's time for the dbr
Final Runs - 90 seconds of
pure adrenaline-fuelled FMX
madness in which the riders
will be judged by our expert
panel on style, difficulty and
extension of tricks, use of the
course and overall quality of
run. When it's all done and
dusted and the dbr Final Run
scores have been added to
the bonus points we'll have
our winner - the Eastpak FMX





THE DARK horse of tonight's KTM airforce is
Chris 'Rocket' Rose who's one of the more local
riders coming from Henstridge in Somerset.
Chris isn't just a top freestyle rider though, he's
also the man responsible for fabricating the four
steel ramps that are being used here at the
Eastpak FMX Open and he's built what's possibly
the largest freestyle compound in Britain.

THE YOUNGESTand possibly the keenest of
tonight's freestyle riders is 18-year-old Dave
Wiggins. Don't let his tender years fool you -
Dave's been around on the freestyle scene for a
good few years now and is a very accomplished
rider. Keep an eye out for Dave's bar tricks -
there are not many people in freestyle who can
get as far over the bar as Wiggins can.

ONE OF the founding fathers of the UK FMX scene
is the ever silky-smooth and super-stylish Jamie
Squibb. Jamie's travelled up all the way from the
custard county - sunny Devon - to represent
Animal on his 250cc Kawasaki. Watch out for
Jamie's effortless style as he throws out his
bestest moves such as switchblades and his
favourite trick - the kiss of death.

GARY NORMAN'S one of the newer kids on the
freestyle block but to watch him ride you
wouldn't think so. He throws down a varied mix
of brand new tricks with plenty of old-school
classics thrown in for good measure.

THE EVIL Ill's sale rider this evening is proud
northerner Sean Vukovic who'll be out there
tearing up the course on his RHR Yamaha.
Sean's well known for being quite flexible so
expect to see a wide range of tricks from the
22-year-old. When Sean's not riding he's
working on producing vids and DVDs including
the excellent British freestyle flick Punishment.

ONE OF the more experienced riders out there
tonight is 29-year-old Danny Veale who comes
from Vigo Vi/~agein Kent. Danny's style is very
much BMX influenced and when he's not out
jumping his Honda he can normally be found out
and about, tearing up his local skatepark or trails
on his 20-incher.
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Riders
Gary Taylor
Jamie Squibb
Sean Vukovic
Danny Veale
Chris Birch
Gary Norman
Dave Wiggins
Chris Rose



t may well be the beating heart
of British MX but, believe it or not,
there's more to the Isle of Wight

THE BRITISH Motocross
Grand Prix is not the only
internationally renowned
event taking place on the Isle
of Wight this summer.

In recent years the island
has worked hard to attract
new and exciting events to

bucket and spade brigade.
Something for everyone
sums up the island's new
image and each year an
estimated 2.5 million holiday
makers and day trippers
sample its delights.

Next week, for example,

build on its traditional appeal
as one of the country's most
picturesque and popular
family holiday destinations.

There's now much more
to the island than the unspoilt
countryside and spectacular
beaches so popular with the

Briti~XGP

sees the start of the two-week
Isle of Wight Music Festival -
a truly international event that
features a three-day concert
at Seaclose Park, Newport,
this year headlined by The
Stereophonics, The Who and
David Bowie. Also on the bill
are a host of other top acts
including The Manic Street
Preachers, Groove Armada,
The Charlatans, The
Libertines and Suzanne Vega.

The Seaclose festival -
running from June 11-13 - is
just the flagship event of the
two-week programme that
runs between June 4 and 19.
A host of other events have
also been lined up.

These include a rock and
roll night featuring The Jets
and Matchbox at Ventnor
Winter Gardens on Saturday
June 5, A Roots Weekend
featuring Midge Ure and
Country Joe at Ryde Theatre
on Saturday June 5 and 6
while Ozric Tentacles
supported by the legendary
Arthur Brown play Ventnor
Winter Gardens on June 4.

Full details on the entire
festival programme are
available on www.iwight.com



or from Wight Leisure
on 823828.

Another event that's
grown steadily in its
reputation over recent years
is the Yarmouth Old Gaffers
festival held at the Yarmouth
Quay and Town Square from
June 4-6. The event, now in
its seventh year, features
three days of entertainment
for the whole family based
around the theme of classic
boats. The harbour will be
filled with gaff-rigged vessels
and the town square and
quayside heaving with craft
stalls and a farmers market.
All entertainment is free and
there is plenty of parking.

Other forthcoming events
include an open day at Barton
Manor, East Cowes, on June
6 and the Microsoft
Challengers Trophy - an
international team-building

event featuring entries from
some of the world's most
famous companies. The event
is held at Harcourt Sands
Holiday Village, Puckpool,
between June 9 and 13.

As you would expect from
a holiday island, there are
also a host of long-standing
attractions. Blackgang
Chine at Blackgang
offers a giant
waterslide, gigantic
maze and huge
dinosaurs while
Robin Hill Country
Park at Arreton featu res
a dry toboggan run,
plenty of rides and things to
explore. At the Needles Park
there are the famous coloured
sands and the chairlift that
offers an unrivalled view of
the distinctive and famous
Needles rock formation on the
island's westernmost tip.

Big cat conservation is the
theme of the IW Zoo and
Tiger Sanctuary at Sandown
where visitors can get up
close and personal with over
a dozen tigers and big cats.

"Because
of its geographical

location, the island's geology
has yielded an abundance of

pre-historic heritage, much of
which is on display here. And

there's a giant moving

dinosaur!"

There are also animals galore
at Amazon World Zoo Park
and Rainforest Attraction at
Newchurch and while birds
including a penguin colony

XGPBritis

dominate Flamingo Park at
Seaview, white wallabies are
also a popular draw there.

At the Dinosaur Isle
museum at Sandown the IW's
unique dinosaur heritage is
the focus. Because of its
geographical location, the

island's geology has yielded
an abundance of

pre-historic heritage,
much of which is on
display here. There is
also a giant
moving dinosaur!

Another popular
destination where old

meets new is the IW
Steam Railway at

Havenstreet that boasts
miles of track patrolled by
lovingly restored steam
engines. The steam network
also dovetails in with the
IW's modern rail network.

In terms of visitor

numbers, the most popular
attraction is Osborne House
at Whipping ham. Osborne
was Queen Victoria's
favourite retreat and where
she died in 1901. This year
marks the 100th anniversary
of the residence and its
stunning grounds being
opened to the public.

Another royal resident
was Charles I who was kept
prisoner at Carisbrooke
Castle, near Newport, which
is another English Heritage
property that is a draw for
hundreds of thousands of
visitors each year.

Other popular attractions
include Waltzing Waters at
Westridge, Ryde, that feature
unique indoor water light and
music spectaculars, Isle of
Wight Pearl at Chilton Chine
near Brightstone while for kids
there is Xtreme Play, a ~



Instant
fold-out
shelters

www.surhurf.co.uk
Sales Hot line: 012044583331 01165114011

Paddock
Solutions
18072

• Customise Your Shelter With Our Printing Service
• Heavy Duty Steel. latest Design Speciflcatlons

• Commercial Shelter and Sides Available

• Harkink Moto lift. logo Mat Paddock Mat
• Paddock Flooring System. Fold Away Work Benches

RHR 2004 HONDA ... RHR 2004 HONDA ... RHR 2004 HONDA ... RHR 2004 HONDA

THE BRYN GARAGE, PENPERGWN,
ABERGAVENNY, SOUTH WALES
Tel: 01873 840170/840171 • Fax: 01873840172
E-mail: rhr@rayhockeyracing.co.uk

Check out our website: www.rhrmx.com ... Check out our website: www.rhrmx.com

~ CALL US FOR ALL YOUR HONDA REGUIREMENTS ~



Newport all-weather, purpose-
built play environment.

The IW's motto is All This
Beauty is of God and a major
part of the island's appeal is
its wonderful natural
landscape, over half of which
has been designated as an
Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty. Nearly 30 miles of
coastline have been
designated 'Heritage Coast',
an accolade only applied to
coastlines of the highest
quality in England and Wales.

Perhaps the best way of
exploring and taking in the
views is on foot and the

off c p ramme Briti~XGP

island prides itself on its
footpath network. The county
is traversed by over 500 miles
of well-maintained and
signposted footpaths and in
May it hosted the UK's largest
wal king festival.

All sorts of walks are on
offer. There are spine-chilling
ghosts walks, organised fossil
hunts and guided walks for
just about everyone.

Cycling is another
important strand in the
island's tourism strategy and
in recent years it has spent
heavily on developing a
network of cycle routes,
including tracks from Cowes
to Newport, Sandown ~



Power Blade - £59
...~ 'Must have for all engine sizes'

SFB Pump
Cover-
£95
'KXFI
RMZ 250'

19-20 Arches Business Centre mM.!3i:~3
MillRoad Rugby ~W"~b
Warwickshire CV21 IQW ~
T: 0 1788 535207 F:0 1788 541008 E:parts@motocrossworld.com

Top Quality
4 Stroke
Race pipe - £495
'Great
performance -
only
97 decibels'

Hardcore Race
CDI- £265
'Most models covered
including 85cc '
V Force - £125
'Leaders in Reed
Valve performance'

VHM Cyl Heads - £179
'World and USA AMA
Champions 2003'

High
Efficiency
Race Rads
£235
'Fantastic
cooling
available
for all 250
4 stroke
and 85cc
2 stroke'

Haan Wheels - £585
'21 times world title
Factory Wheels'

WWW. rnxpower. org. uk
Tel: 01487 813755



to Newport, Wootton and
Newport and Yarmouth to
Freshwater. There are also
plenty of off-roading
opportunities for the more
energetic and most main
town have cycle hire shops.

Islandwide bus services
are operated by Southern
Vectis which has among its
fleet a handful of open top
vehicle services. The Islandline
train network operates
between Ryde Pier Head and
Shanklin with stops at Ryde
Esplanade, Ryde St John's,
Smallbrook (for connections
with the IW Steam Railway)
Brading, Sandown and Lake.

Those who like to
combine exploring with a pub
lunch will be pleased to
know that wherever you are
on the Island, you're never far

from a decent pub.
The island is well served

by quality drinking
establishments in some great
locations. The Spyglass Inn at

Arreton (there is also a craft
village there), The Woodvale
at Gurnard that also boasts
Solent views, the Wight
Mouse at Chale which is

St Mary's Hospital
Police
Citizens Advice Bureau
IW Council (including trading standards)
Isle of Wight Radio
Tourist Informalion
Weathercall
Southern Vectis
• All prefixed 01983 except where stated

524081
0845 045 45 45
08451292959
821000
822557
813818
09068 503503
532373

Ventnor enjoys panoramic
views of the English Channel,
while the beer garden at The
Crown Inn, Shorwell, features
a pond and stream teaming
with. trout and waterfowl.

Other popular pubs with
reputations for serving top
quality food include the
Dairyman's Daughter at

recommended for families or
the Seaview Hotel for
something a little more
up-market. For a cracking
Sunday roast try The White
Hart at Havenstreet.

If you're after more formal
dining, try the Priory Bay at
Seaview, Lugleys or Burrs at
Newport and the Royal Hotel

Britis XGP

at Ventnor, while Salty's at
Yarmouth offers the freshest
of seafood and a nicely
relaxed atmosphere.

If you fancy a bit of
international cuisine then try
the Beijing Palace for Chinese
at Ryde. For Indian there's the
Ryde Tandoori, The Maharaja
in Shanklin or the Bahar
Tandoori in Cowes which is
unlicensed so remember to
bring your own booze. For
Thai, there's the Baan Thai at
Cowes or the Khrua Orchid in
Seaview. Salvatore's serves up
fantastic Italian at Ryde.

This is not an exhaustive
list, there are many other fine
establishments so don't be
afraid to go wherever takes
your fancy.

If it's nightlife you're
after then there are also
clubs in most the island's
major towns. Most or all
having late night licenses
are Club K, Chicago Rock
and Temptation in Newport,
The Balcony, The Crown,
Goldies, Bar 53IThe Cellar in
Ryde, Colonel Bogeys In
Sandown and O'Keefe's and
Holliers in Shanklin.

The island also has two
cinemas, the Commodore at
Ryde and the new multiplex
Cineworld at Newport.

by Gavin Foster, courtesy
of Ihe Isle of Wighl County Press
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HOW MANY of you seethe
world through MX eyes? I'd bet
my lucky underpants that over
50 per cent of you have been in
this following scenario...

You're bombing about the
UK trying to get somewhere
you were meant to be
half-an-hour ago, then you're
greeted by the mother of all
traffic jams. So you're sat in
your tin box, trying to resist
the temptation of headbutting
the steering wheel, looking at
the countryside around you
ap the frustration is multiplied
{O-fold. And why is the
frustration growing? Because
in the field next to you

rear gunner

Mother Nature has planted
another perfect MX seed just
waiting to grow - and to make
it worse you're stuck in the
fuel fumes of the rat race.

All around the British Isles
- or anywhere in the world for
that matter - there are areas of
land that are just crying out to
be ridden and raced by a
motocross bike. This situation
happens often in my life, I see
hilly fields and sandy quarries
and start to slide off in a
dreamy haze thinking about
how amazing it would be to
build a kick-ass MX track there.

The dream has resulted in
me visualising a world class
circuit in my head - and my
brother does the same. So
when he came home from a
small race on the Isle of Wight
two years ago and started
harping on about how perfect
the field was and how you
could build an awesome track, I
thought I'd go give it a look.

I was in no rush as he has
a tendency to exaggerate but
when I did eventually cross the

Solent my jaw hit the ground -
if anything he was under
emphasising the potential of
this MX plot. I was instantly a
misty-eyed, dribbling mess as
I painted a picture in my head
of what could be done with
this sweeping valley, later to be
named Gore Basin.

After racing a few events
on the island I become friends
with first Julie Coyne and then
Rob Bradley and soon talk
was that the ACU wanted to
do something different for
their centenary year. So a
round of the British MX series
on the island as part of their
centenary festival was
pencilled in. I remember Julie
asking me if the venue would
be okay to hold that size of
event - I considered taking
her down with a Big Daddy
splash to squeeze some sense
into her (a move I've again
considered as this GP
weekend has edged closer)!

Rob, of course, never had
any doubts and knew the
potential of this place just as

well as I did. So we shipped
over Billy MacKenzie, Jason
Dougan and the Flockhart
brothers to ride the track and
give their opinions. Our
thoughts were all moving in
the same direction and all of
us as riders knew what could
be achieved with a bit of a
track redesign and some
decent jumps.

There was only one man
for the job - the fat finger of
fate was pointed at our little
friend Jonny Douglas
Hamilton. Just like the rest of
us, Jonny got instantly excited
when he arrived at the venue.
He knew the soil was perfect
and the profile of the land was
about all you could ask for. So
Jonny, Rob and myself put our
ideas together, snared some
feedback from the others and
within three weeks of JDH first
turning the tracks of his
man-sized Tonka toy we'd
designed and built a venue for
the British championship.

Following the success of
that event, Rob - more than
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anyone - thought 'why stop
there' and before we really
knew it we were in the
running for holding the British
GP. It seemed no-one else in
England wanted to take up the
challenge but we were all
passionate about seeing the
GP series return to Britain. A
four-year absence was long
enough. Initial enquiries were
made and at the German GP
in Gaildorf last year the deal
was done. The FIM and
Youthstream were both
delighted that the British GP
was back on the calendar -
they know we are a partisan
and patriotic land!

So here we are, a
year-and-a-half after we were
all stood daydreaming of a GP
in a field on the Isle of Wight,
with the dream fulfilled. I'm
not going to pretend it's been
easy - it's been incredibly
hard work with plenty of
major obstacles to get around.
But there's been a backroom
staff who undoubtedly have
been the unsung heroes. The

Iter years of
uilding MX

tracks in his
ead, dbr's Rear
unner finally
ets the chance

to help build one
"nthe real world.
ee, dreams
eally do

workload of dealing with all
the red tape, environmental
and safety issues has been
immense but I guess success
comes at a price. As organisers
we've tried really hard to cater
for everyone's needs from the
powers-that-be right through to
the riders and, more
importantly, the fans. We've
taken into account the viewing
and entertainment aspect that
will make your weekend
hopefully an aggro free and
memorable one. After all,
we're fans as well.

Mother Nature gave us this
perfect MX land - let's hope
she also blesses us with good
weather. Of course, the icing
on this colossal cake would be
a British winner and that may
well come down to us and
how much we get behind our
riders. I'd love to hear - in
fact, I demand it - this valley
ringing out with the sound of
air horns. So be a credit to
yourself and to your country.

Words by Jeff Perrett
Photo by rayareher.com
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